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Version: 2.x, 3.x, 4.x, & 5.0 - Scientific WorkPlace, Scientific Word, & Scientific Notebook

Begin text here. Remember to enter the title in the Title box in Document Info.

Types of articles
There are generally two types of Knowledgebase articles: articles with a problem-explanation-solution structure and
articles with a how-to structure. See the article Error: eps graphics typeset incorrectly for an example of a
problem-explanation-solution article and see How to add multiple accents to a character for an example of a how-to
article (use Ctrlclick to follow the hyperlinks).

Tags used in articles
Use the H2 section tag for the title of the article. Use the H3, H4, and, if necessary, the H5 section tags for section
headings in the body of the article.
Use the gentext body tag for the body of an article.
Use the CodeSample body tag for text found inside LaTeX documents, as in this example:
\documentclass[12pt]{article}
Use the Sample body tag for displaying sample text, as in this example:
Replace this text with your own. You may delete all of the text in this document to start with a blank document.
Add the Bold text tag to the Sample body tag for error messages, cautions, and warnings, as in this example:
Your trial or fixed duration license file has expired. Contact
MacKichan Software to purchase a permanent license.
The Docnum and Version body tags are used as shown at the beginning of this document, and the Revision body tag
is used as shown at the end of this document.
Use the BookName text tag for journal or book titles: Typesetting Documents in Scientific WorkPlace and Scientific
Word
Use the Code tag to show existing information in a file: \documentclass[12pt]{article}
Use the MenuDialog text tag for menu items, as in this example: Select from the Insert menu and choose Hypertext
Link.
Use the UserInput text tag for entries that are to be typed by the user: Type http://www.mackichan.com to enter
the hypertext target.

Style-specific function key assignments
The style assigns function keys to the following tags:
 F3  Gentext
 F6  MenuDialog
 F9  Code
 F11  H1
 F12  H2
See also
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